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Abstract: The article conveys the aspects of integrating audio- and videopodcasts into teaching practice and their role in developing pre-service teachers’ professional competence. Most pre-service teachers are often incapable to hold their own independent practice and to apply gained theoretical knowledge to practice. Such problems are solved with the help of methodological podcasts containing the authentic learning-teaching environment and methodological recommendations on teaching practice made by in-service teachers, experienced educators and educational experts. Use of casts helps to form professional competence and self-efficacy of the pre-service teachers.
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Introduction.

Contemporary classes at any educational institution cannot be imagined without multimedia support which allows teachers to use authentic video- and audiofiles in classroom background and brings the process of acquiring subject knowledge closer to a process of real-time communication. It’s mostly important in a language class. Still long before the appearance of the Internet experts discovered the dependence between the method of acquiring knowledge and the ability to recollect acquired data after some period of time. If the material was represented only orally, a person could remember about one forth of it; if the information was represented visually – about one third. The use of the combined source (visual and auditive) doubles the teaching effectiveness and active participation of students in the learning process triples the result. So multimedia denotes the joining of several ways of presenting the information – text, stationary images, moving pictures – improving teaching methods. Nowadays multimedia is used for imitating real situations of communication, which can happen during the professional activities of the students [5].

The aim of the work is to make the review and the detailed analysis of the podcasting services aiming at training pre-service teachers or even specialists having independent practice.

The object and methodology of research.

To achieve this goal, we have identified the following criteria: the level of student’s activity, type of communication media, its authenticity and positive effect on learning process. The objects of the research were the useful and effective teachers’ training podcasts [3, 4, 10].

The results of the research and their discussion.

Modern educational system splitting up into two stages (baccalaureate and magistrate) needs constant improvement to meet international professional standards to graduates’ qualification. Important part of magistrate studies (at least sixty %) falls on self-development and includes not only the preparation for classes, but also fulfilling a project, applying for a conference, solving professional cases. This sort of self-teaching is applicable to master degree students as they have already developed necessary skills during their undergraduate studying. The same happens to many core and supplementary
subjects such as mathematics, language, literature, and other sciences. Language and literature teaching practice shows that all language aspects such as speaking, writing, listening, reading and translating are simultaneously involved into the learning process [2]. One of the most difficult aspects in learning is undoubtedly listening as we have no visual support and a lot of disturbing factors like noise background, different intonation, speech assimilation and so on. Listening difficulties become more obvious when teaching professional aspects in the foreign language. We know that universities and other schools can have students that had a course of aiming language as a second language or didn’t ever study it at all [7]. So their language competence lowers their ability to acquire the material and makes their teaching practice potentially impossible.

To relieve listening process we can appeal the new teaching and learning media and techniques such as non-linear presenting, interactive case solving, podcasting, web questing, project preparing and etc. Modern ICTs present universal approach to information and are able to interactively combine text, graphics, sounds and programming. ICT has greatly contributed to the educational system extension. We can distinguish seven main aspects influenced most by ICT in learning: extending the potential of integrated theory and practice and the use of different educational models, planning and preparing for teaching or professional practice, analyzing the real process of teaching-learning and solving real-time pedagogical situations, forming and developing necessary language communicative and professional competences, increasing the level of evaluation and reflection via observation and analysis of your own actions and actions of other teachers, reducing the distance.

One of the promising tools for professional competence development is podcasting which is defined as a process of creating, browsing and spreading podcasts through the web. Podcasts can be presented as an audio/video file having the MP3/OGG/MP4/FLV format and spreading freely through the web. Using podcasts for teaching different language aspects and particularly listening gained such a popularity among language teachers and language learners because of being contemporary, authentic, functional, rich in content, freely distributing, conveying different aspects of the world life and science, quick updateable, overtime available, motivating and case oriented. All these let us think of podcasts as sufficient tools for teaching and learning at any educational level. At the master’s level this educational tool is winning its population and teacher’s trust too.

The pedagogy of podcasts (podogogy) caused the emergence of teaching in the podsosphere which is described as a combination of all podcasts published on podcast-terminals and podcasters creating, publishing and managing their podcasts in the web. We can find a great source of podcast-terminals providing us with the access to most useful and authentic podcasts like:

- http://www.spiegel.de;
- http://www.deutschland.de/bildung.html;
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrJejrr3vGY.

Such sites store not only learning materials but also teachers’ tips for using them in class or for self-development and video fragments of professional or teaching interaction in class which students can watch, analyze and assess. This also greatly contributes to self-assessment helping in its turn to form the students’ self-efficacy.

One of the sites aiming at teachers is bbc.co.uk having the special section “For teachers” http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/teach (figure - 1) implying teachers’ plans, designs, students sheets, exercises examples and supportive materials helping people to engage this everything into class. There are also advisory tips recommending particular forms of collaboration, explaining the proper order of fulfilling tasks, establishing teachers’ and media roles in the educational process and students’ minds. Materials are oriented toward the authentic teachers and those who teach English as a foreign language. Methodical resources of iTunes and BBC.CO.UK are attended by more than 13 million users a year that proves the necessity of having such kind of online sites for teachers.
One more positive argument for podcasting is that a lot of experiences teachers and experts start podcasting their master-classes and teachers training programs like http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrJejrr3vGY (figure - 2) which is provided by IH London's Teacher Training department, the largest CELTA training centre in the world having over 50 years of experience in language teaching and teacher training. This program offers its listeners to hear about the experiences, to train teaching English as a foreign language, to find out what it's like to be in the classroom and about the challenges of training to teach English as well as how rewarding it can be. This innovative Online Training program is designed for teachers who are non-native English speakers to update their skills.

Figure 1 – The section For teachers from bbc.co.uk.

Figure 2 – The example podcast by CELTA training centre.
There are also a variety of useful materials for pre-service teachers and those who are willing to develop their teaching qualification. These media help to train pre-service teachers for their future job involving experts’ experience and practice, unpredictable possible class situations which teachers sometimes have to cope with, tips on class management, cooperation, creativity, intuition and assessment. It’s for methodological podcasts to fill the practice gap into the theoretical preparation of pre-service teachers getting their master’s degree. Usually teachers get this valuable teaching experience while facing practical problems and making their own management mistakes. As for student-teachers still having no extended practice podcasts can serve as a powerful tool to increase their teaching level before turning to independent practice. Thus we notice that standard single-way teaching prescribed by the ordinary curricular gradually turns into the interactive model though it is accompanied by increasing share of unsupervised work at the expense of classes. In other words methodological podcasts allow student-teachers get the consultation of experienced teachers, attend the teachers training seminar or master-class in the real-time mode, transfer to the real-class circumstances with the time lag (time-delayed) without leaving the classroom or home and without tearing yourself away from the computer.

One of the most important advantages of audio- and videocasts (podcasts) in the teaching sphere is the emerging students’ ability to predict the results of authentic classroom situations. These materials can be used as positive examples, recommended practices of teaching. Though there are podcasts containing negative teaching experience which is also valuable for student-teachers and allows them to predict all possible outcomes of educational situations and to avoid the negative ones. Thus including the training podcasts into the teaching process contributes to the developing students’ reflection and the skills of evaluating the classroom situations.

To compare with direct observation videocasting has a bit more advantages:

- videocasts are steady recordings available for re-watching at any time, subject to collecting and editing by the relevant programs (hypermedia programs), unbound by time and room as there is no obvious necessity to stay in the particular place and at a particular time for observation [5, p. 187-193];
- following Miriam Sherin who explores the process of engaging such podcasts in teaching, we can notice the parallel development of the professional foreign language competences [9, p. 15-21]. Thus video podcasts allow to analyze the educational process and apply the theoretical knowledge to the practical situations of teaching foreign languages;
- new and lite digital form of podcasts allows to reflect specific methodological moments.

This way we can present the made comparison in an obvious form of a table attracting the most important advantages of each approach. The table I gives only a short overview of the spent analysis but it’s enough to form a certain idea of using podcasting media for teaching students and developing teachers’ self-efficacy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADVANTAGE</th>
<th>DIRECT OBSERVATION</th>
<th>AUDIOCASTING</th>
<th>VIDEOCASTING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>real-time mode</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time-delayed display</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>independence of time and room</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>availability of the parts for re-use</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interactive circumstance</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>availability for the educational analysis</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>availability for extracting the necessary content</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absence of interrupting the presenter</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function of detailed and diverse analysis and consideration</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion.

In the ICT context pre-service teachers study the teaching-learning process via podcasts. The same is applicable for experienced teachers using integration of podcasts as a tool for self-development and the experience exchange. A lot of researches show that most pre-service teachers while their practice are unready for direct communication with their students despite the extended theoretical preparation and the good level of acquired professional knowledge and skills. In this case studying the authentic methodological casts after class and their analysis in class allows avoiding such unreadiness. Recording the pre-service teachers’ practical classes allows increasing the level of self-reflection and mutual analysis if the applied techniques really work. This all influences also the self-efficacy feeling which influences the individual choice of language teaching techniques and educational tools while facing obstacles and sudden failures. The stronger the self-efficacy feeling is, the more likely the student is able to apply teaching strategies, methods and innovations and the more successful his/her practice is going to be.
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